Wigrum
A SENSITIVE GEOMETRY
Wigrum was born in 2011, when Anouk Pennel and Raphaël
Daudelin, from Montréal-based design studio Feed, were
preparing the book design for Daniel Canty’s latest novel. Canty,
a contemporary writer from Québec, writes in *Wigrum* about a
mysterious character who moves at the border between fiction and
reality, between Second World War time and present time, between
Eastern and Western Europe. To typeset the book, Studio Feed
created Wigrum, a sans serif with strong references to geometrical
sans serifs of the 1930s, and also to their current influence.
Wigrum is especially representative of its designers’ will to add
a “humane” tone to geometry. Thus, Wigrum features include
straight, rational shapes, and at the same time all the required
optical corrections for optimal reading comfort. Plenty of
personality remains, however, in various details and unusual
shapes for ‘W’, ‘g’, ‘R’ and ’S’.
Feed frequently ventures into type design: For over 10 years, they
have made the practice an essential part of their unique approach
to commissions. Wigrum is their most comprehensive typeface
family and their first commercial release.
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They are organized as follows: a decorativ
e title page, an index of streets and addre
sses, a ‘specials’ index with the names of c
hurches, schools, businesses etc., and a m
aster index indicating the entirety of the m
apped area and the sheet numbers for ea
ch large-scale map (usually depicting fou
r to six blocks) and general information su
ch as population, economy and prevailin
g wind direction. The maps include outline
s of each building and outbuilding, the loc
Today, Sanborn maps are found primarily in the archives and s
pecial collections of town halls and public and university librari
es, and remain a vital resource for people in many different fiel
ds. Historical research is the most obvious use, with the maps fa
cilitating the study of urban growth and decline patterns, and f
or research into the evolution of specific buildings, sites and dis
tricts. Genealogists use the maps to locate the residences and w
orkplaces of ancestors. Planners use the maps to study historic 
urban planning designs. Historic preservationists use the maps t
One may also obtain copyright information or request copies of the maps for purch
ase through the current owners, Environmental Data Resources, Incorporated. A tra
nsit map is a topological map in the form of a schematic diagram used to illustrate t
he routes and stations within a public transport system—whether this be bus lines, tr
amways, rapid transit, commuter rail or ferry routes. The main components are colo
r coded lines to indicate each line or service, with named icons to indicate stations o
r stops. Transit maps can be found in the transit vehicles, at the platforms or in printe
d timetables. Their primary function is to help users to ef
ficiently use the public trans
port system, including which stations function as interchange between lines. Unlike c
onventional maps, transit maps are usually not geographically accurate—instead th
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The term was coined by Nancy Peluso[2] in 1
995 to describe the commissioning of maps 
by forest users in Kalimantan, Indonesia, as 
a means of contesting state maps of forest a
reas that typically undermined indigenous in
terests. The resultant counter-hegemonic ma
ps had the ability to strengthen forest users' 
resource claims.[2] There are numerous exp
ressions closely related to counter-mapping:
ethnocartography, alternative cartography, 
mapping-back, counter-hegemonic mappin
Such counter-mapping efforts have been facilitated by processes o
f neoliberalism,[4] and technological democratisation.[2] Example
s of counter-mapping include attempts to demarcate and protect t
raditional territories, community mapping, Public Participatory Ge
ographical Information Systems, and mapping by a relatively wea
k state to counter the resource claims of a stronger state.[5] The po
wer of counter-maps to advocate policy change in a bottom-up m
anner led commentators to af
firm that counter-mapping should be
viewed as a tool of governance.[6] Despite its emancipatory poten
This simple concept is complicated by the curvature of the Earth's surface, which forces s
cale to vary across a map. Because of this variation, the concept of scale becomes mean
ingful in two distinct ways. The first way is the ratio of the size of the generating globe to t
he size of the Earth. The generating globe is a conceptual model to which the Earth is shr
unk and from which the map is projected. The ratio of the Earth's size to the generating g
lobe's size is called the nominal scale (= principal scale = representative fraction). Many 
maps state the nominal scale and may even display a bar scale (sometimes merely calle
d a 'scale') to represent it. The second distinct concept of scale applies to the variation in 
scale across a map. It is the ratio of the mapped point's scale to the nominal scale. In thi
s case 'scale' means the scale factor (= point scale = particular scale). If the region of the 
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In maps covering larger areas, or the whol
e Earth, the map's scale may be less useful
or even useless in measuring distances. Th
e map projection becomes critical in unde
rstanding how scale varies throughout the 
map.[1][2] When scale varies noticeably, i
t can be accounted for as the scale factor. 
Tissot's indicatrix is often used to illustrate 
the variation of point scale across a map. 
Cities differ in their economic makeup, the
ir social and demographic characteristics 
Recognition of different city types necessitates their classificati
on, and it is to this important aspect of urban geography that w
e now turn. Emphasis is on functional town classification and th
e basic underlying dimensions of the city system. The purpose o
f classifying cities is twofold. On the one hand, it is undertaken t
o search reality for hypotheses. In this context, the recognition o
f different types of cities on the basis of, for example, their funct
ional specialization may enable the identification of spatial reg
ularities in the distribution and structure of urban functions and 
For example, to test the hypotheses that cities with a diversified economy grow at a fa
ster rate then those with a more specialized economic base, cities must first be classif
ied so that diversified and specialized cities can be differentiated. The simplest way t
o classify cities is to identify the distinctive role they play in the city system. There are t
hree distinct roles. 1. Central places functioning primarily as service centers for loca
l hinterlands. 2. Transportation cities performing break-of-bulk and allied functions f
or larger regions. 3. Specialized-function cities are dominated by one activity such as 
mining, manufacturing or recreation and serving national and international markets. 
The composition of a city's labor force has traditionally been regarded as the best in
dicator of functional specialization, and different city types have been most frequent
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Specialization in a given activity is said to exi
st when employment in it exceeds some critic
al level. The relationship between the city sys
tem and the development of manufacturing 
has become very apparent. The rapid growt
h and spread of cities within the heartland-h
interland framework after 1870 was conditio
ned to a large extent by industrial developm
ents and that the decentralization of popula
tion within the urban system in recent years i
s related in large part to the movement of e
The location of manufacturing is affected by myriad economic and 
non-economic factors, such as the nature of the material inputs, th
e factors of production, the market and transportation costs. Othe
r important influences include agglomeration and external econom
ies, public policy and personal preferences. Although it is dif
ficult t
o evaluate precisely the effect of the market on the location of man
ufacturing activities, two considerations are involved: the nature of 
and demand for the product and transportation costs. The term ge
omorphology seems to have been first used by Laumann in an 1858 
It was an elaboration of the uniformitarianism theory that had first been proposed by Ja
mes Hutton (1726–1797). With regard to valley forms, for example, uniformitarianism posi
ted a sequence in which a river runs through a flat terrain, gradually carving an increasin
gly deep valley, until the side valleys eventually erode, flattening the terrain again, though 
at a lower elevation. It was thought that tectonic uplift could then start the cycle over. In t
he decades following Davis's development of this idea, many of those studying geomorph
ology sought to fit their findings into this framework, known today as "Davisian". Davis's id
eas are of historical importance, but have been largely superseded today, mainly due to t
heir lack of predictive power and qualitative nature. In the 1920s, Walther Penck develop
ed an alternative model to Davis's. Penck thought that landform evolution was better des
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Penck's ideas were not recognised until m
any years after his death, perhaps becau
se his work was not translated into English
, he was involved in disputes with Davis, an
d he died young. Both Davis and Penck we
re trying to place the study of the evolution 
of the Earth's surface on a more generalize
d, globally relevant footing than it had bee
n previously. In the early 19th century, aut
hors - especially in Europe - had tended to 
attribute the form of landscapes to local c
Physiography later was considered to be a contraction of "physic
al" and "geography", and therefore synonymous with physical ge
ography, and the concept became embroiled in controversy surr
ounding the appropriate concerns of that discipline. Some geom
orphologists held to a geological basis for physiography and em
phasized a concept of physiographic regions while a conflicting t
rend among geographers was to equate physiography with "pur
e morphology," separated from its geological heritage. In the per
iod following World War II, the emergence of process, climatic, a
The effects of tectonics on landscape are heavily dependent on the nature of the und
erlying bedrock fabric that more less controls what kind of local morphology tectonic
s can shape. Earthquakes can, in terms of minutes, submerge large areas of land crea
ting new wetlands. Isostatic rebound can account for significant changes over thousa
nd or hundreds of years, and allows erosion of a mountain belt to promote further ero
sion as mass is removed from the chain and the belt uplifts. Long-term plate tectonic 
dynamics give rise to orogenic belts, large mountain chains with typical lifetimes of m
any tens of millions of years, which form focal points for high rates of fluvial and hillsl
ope processes and thus long-term sediment production. Features of deeper mantle d
ynamics such as plumes and delamination of the lower lithosphere have also been h
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Both can promote surface uplift through isost
asy as hotter, less dense, mantle rocks displa
ce cooler, denser, mantle rocks at depth in th
e Earth. Biogeomorphology and ecogeomorp
hology are the study of interactions between 
organisms and the development of landform
s, and are thus fields of study within geomorp
hology and ichnology. Organisms affect geo
morphic processes in a variety of ways. For e
xample, trees can reduce landslide potential 
where their roots penetrate to underlying roc
Phytogeomorphology is an aspect of biogeomorphology that deals 
with the narrower subject of how terrain affects plant growth. In rec
ent years a large number of articles have appeared in the literature 
dealing with how terrain attributes affect crop growth and yield in fa
rm fields, and while they don't use the term phytogeomorphology th
e dependencies are the same. Precision agriculture models where c
rop variability is at least partially defined by terrain attributes can b
e considered as phytogeomorphological precision agriculture. Spat
ial analysis or spatial statistics includes any of the formal technique
Spatial analysis includes a variety of techniques, many still in their early development, usin
g different analytic approaches and applied in fields as diverse as astronomy, with its stud
ies of the placement of galaxies in the cosmos, to chip fabrication engineering, with its use 
of 'place and route' algorithms to build complex wiring structures. In a more restricted sen
se, spatial analysis is the techniques applied to structures at the human scale, most notabl
y in the analysis of geographic data. Complex issues arise in spatial analysis, many of whic
h are neither clearly defined nor completely resolved, but form the basis for current resear
ch. The most fundamental of these is the problem of defining the spatial location of the en
tities being studied. For example, a study on human health could describe the spatial pos
ition of humans with a point placed where they live, or with a point located where they wo
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The lean startup philosophy is based on l
ean manufacturing, the streamlined prod
uction philosophy developed by Japanes
e auto manufacturers.This system conside
rs as waste the expenditure of resources f
or any goal other than the creation of val
ue for the end customer. The system focus
es on strategically placing small stockpile
s of inventory, known as kanban, through
out the assembly line as opposed to stori
ng a full stock in a centralized warehouse
These kanban provide production workers with the necessary i
nputs to production as they need them, and in so doing, reduc
e waste while increasing productivity. In addition to that, imme
diate quality control checkpoints can identify mistakes or impe
rfections during assembly as early as possible in order to ensu
re that the least amount of time is expended developing a faul
ty product. Another primary focus of the lean management sys
tem is to always maintain close connections with suppliers in o
rder to fully understand their customers desires. Kanban put th
In 2008, Ries took the advice of his mentors and developed the idea for the lean sta
rtup, using his personal experiences adapting lean management principles to the hi
gh-tech startup world. In 2008, Ries first coined the term on his blog, Startup Lesson
s Learned, in a post called “The lean startup”. Similar to the precepts of lean manag
ement, Ries’ lean startup philosophy seeks to eliminate wasteful practices and incre
ase value producing practices during the product development phase so that startu
ps can have a better chance of success without requiring large amounts of outside f
unding, elaborate business plans, or the perfect product. Ries believes that custom
er feedback during product development is integral to the process, and ensures tha
t the producer does not invest time designing features or services that consumers d
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Other issues in spatial analysis include the li
mitations of mathematical knowledge, the a
ssumptions required by existing statistical te
chniques, and problems in computer based 
calculations. Classification of the technique
s of spatial analysis is dif
ficult because of t
he large number of different fields of resear
ch involved, the different fundamental appr
oaches which can be chosen, and the many 
forms the data can take. One of the first ap
plications of spatial analysis in epidemiolog
In 1854 John Snow depicted a cholera outbreak in London using p
oints to represent the locations of some individual cases, possibly t
he earliest use of a geographic methodology in epidemiology.[7] H
is study of the distribution of cholera led to the source of the disea
se, a contaminated water pump (the Broad Street Pump, whose ha
ndle he disconnected, thus terminating the outbreak). While the b
asic elements of topography and theme existed previously in carto
graphy, the John Snow map was unique, using cartographic metho
ds not only to depict but also to analyze clusters of geographically 
This was particularly used for printing contours – drawing these was a labour intensive t
ask but having them on a separate layer meant they could be worked on without the oth
er layers to confuse the draughtsman. This work was originally drawn on glass plates bu
t later plastic film was introduced, with the advantages of being lighter, using less storag
e space and being less brittle, among others. When all the layers were finished, they wer
e combined into one image using a large process camera. Once color printing came in, t
he layers idea was also used for creating separate printing plates for each colour. While 
the use of layers much later became one of the main typical features of a contemporary 
GIS, the photographic process just described is not considered to be a GIS in itself – as t
he maps were just images with no database to link them to. It is dif
ficult to relate wetlan
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A GIS, however, can be used to depict tw
o- and three-dimensional characteristics 
of the Earth's surface, subsurface, and at
mosphere from information points. For e
xample, a GIS can quickly generate a ma
p with isopleth or contour lines that indic
ate differing amounts of rainfall. Such a 
map can be thought of as a rainfall cont
our map. Many sophisticated methods c
an estimate the characteristics of surfac
es from a limited number of point measu
This GIS derived map can then provide additional information 
- such as the viability of water power potential as a renewabl
e energy source. Similarly, GIS can be used compare other ren
ewable energy resources to find the best geographic potentia
l for a region. GIS hydrological models can provide a spatial e
lement that other hydrological models lack, with the analysis 
of variables such as slope, aspect and watershed or catchme
nt area. Terrain analysis is fundamental to hydrology, since w
ater always flows down a slope. As basic terrain analysis of a 
Areas of divergent flow can also give a clear indication of the boundaries of a cat
chment. Once a flow direction and accumulation matrix has been created, queries 
can be performed that show contributing or dispersal areas at a certain point. Mo
re detail can be added to the model, such as terrain roughness, vegetation types a
nd soil types, which can influence infiltration and evapotranspiration rates, and h
ence influencing surface flow. One of the main uses of hydrological modeling is in 
environmental contamination research. Traditional maps are abstractions of the r
eal world, a sampling of important elements portrayed on a sheet of paper with sy
mbols to represent physical objects. People who use maps must interpret these sy
mbols. Topographic maps show the shape of land surface with contour lines or wit
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Rutherfurd
Landholder

Psychotechnics
Sex Subdiapasonic

Finger Nonsubjugation
Satellitennavigation Fluvial
Phlebosclerotic Thiruvananthapuram
METHYLOCOCCALES CREA Obsessions Contemporaines
ALTEROMONADALES ZOOM Practices Of Documentation

METAMATERIAL CLOAKING James Dean's Little Bastard
ICONOGRAPHIES MACRO SYSTEM Microscope Image Processing Mass
NOMENCLATURES INTERACTIONS Snapshots Backward Compatibility

ABSTRACT NOTION OF PARADIGM Concept Great Telecommunications
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LAUDABLE
CALIPHATE

SYMPLEGADES

READJOURNMENT

PHRENITIS CREMATED
KINGSTON-UPON-THAMES
STATISTIKÄNDERUNGSVERORDNUNG
HYPOTHETICAL PARTICLES Microbial Intelligence Meson
PSEUDOMONADALES HOLE One-Foot-To-The-Inch Field

STEREOSCAN DROPLETON Unique Ambient & Immersive
MICROSCOPIC FEATURES GLUON Laser Capture Microdissection Mini
EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION Actinobacteria The Notorious B.I.G.
OCEANOSPIRILLALES PHOTONICS Electron Neutrino Anterior Chamber
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For example, two types of data were comb
ined in a GIS to produce a perspective view
of a portion of San Mateo County, Californi
a. Since archaeology looks at the unfolding 
of historical events through geography, tim
e and culture, the results of archaeologica
l studies are rich in spatial information. GIS
is adept at processing these large volumes 
of data, especially that which is geographi
cally referenced. It is a cost effective, accu
rate and fast tool. The tools made availabl
The most important aspect of GIS in archaeology lies, however, n
ot in its use as a pure map-making tool, but in its capability to me
rge and analyse different types of data in order to create new inf
ormation. Any variable that can be located spatially, and increas
ingly also temporally, can be referenced using a GIS. Locations o
r extents in Earth space–time may be recorded as dates/times of 
occurrence, and x, y, and z coordinates representing, longitude, l
atitude, and elevation, respectively. These GIS coordinates may r
epresent other quantified systems of temporo-spatial reference (
Units applied to recorded temporal-spatial data can vary widely (even when using ex
actly the same data, see map projections), but all Earth-based spatial–temporal locat
ion and extent references should, ideally, be relatable to one another and ultimately t
o a "real" physical location or extent in space–time. Related by accurate spatial infor
mation, an incredible variety of real-world and projected past or future data can be a
nalyzed, interpreted and represented to facilitate education and decision making. Thi
s key characteristic of GIS has begun to open new avenues of scientific inquiry into be
haviors and patterns of previously considered unrelated real-world information. Neur
al networks can handle non-linear relationships, are robust to noise and exhibit a high 
degree of automation. They do not assume any hypotheses regarding the nature or dis
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Historical ligatures
Figures
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Figures
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Figures
(Lining tabular)
Figures
(Oldstyle tabular)
Mathematical symbols
Fractions
Superiors / Inferiors
Numerators / Denominators
Superscript
Accented uppercase

Accented lowercase

Accented small capitals

Circled numbers
Arrows
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Alternate a
(Stylistic set 1)
Alternate g
(Stylistic set 2)
Alternate k
(Stylistic set 3)
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(Stylistic set 4)
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Case-sensitive forms
[CASE]

Small capitals
[SMCP]
All small caps
[C2SC]

Standard ligatures
[LIGA]

Discretionary
ligatures [DLIG]
Historical ligatures
[HIST]
Slashed zero
[ZERO]
Tabular
lining figures
[TNUM + LNUM]
Tabular
oldstyle figures
[TNUM + ONUM]
Proportional
lining figures
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Proportional
oldstyle figures
[PNUM + ONUM]
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Small Capitals

Small Capitals
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